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ABSTRACT 

Background: In order to understand eating behaviour of adolescents, insight into determinants of intake is 

necessary. Research has shown that anxiety and depression are associated with an increased risk for diabetes 

type 2, partly through their association with obesity and the metabolic syndrome, whereas both behavioral and 

biological mechanisms mediate such relations. Findings from existing research suggest that a more 

comprehensive approach to children & adolescents with obesity may provide novel methods of obesity 

management.  

Methods:  Relevant Papers were identified from PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar, NCBI & Medline by 

using all combinations of the search terms: "mental health, dietary intake, eating disorders, obesity, 

underweight or adolescents & children". Research studies examining the relationship between mental health & 

food intake among children & adolescents were included in the review process. Based on inclusion - exclusion 

criteria full text papers were reviewed.  

Results: A number of behavioral and emotional parameters connect obesity to anxiety and depression in 

children. Similarly to adults, children suffering from anxiety and/or depression are typically characterized by 

poor adherence to self-care activities, by sedentary habits and lack of physical exercise, excessive television 

and internet viewing and disturbed eating behaviors, such as emotional eating and consumption of comfort 

foods. The association between diet and depression has previously mainly been studied in cross sectional 

studies, and only few prospective studies have been published. The evidence suggests that folate and long-chain 

n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) may be connected to the decreased risk of depression. Furthermore, 

only few studies have concentrated on the association between general dietary patterns and depression. 

Conclusion: Dietary intake may also have a direct impact on various biological systems and mechanisms that 

underpin depression, including oxidative processes, the functioning of the immune system, and levels of salient 

brain proteins. While considering the role of diet & depression, several points need to be considered. First, in 

general, evidence has been found for the effects of isolated nutrients or foods, and not for dietary  

patterns. Second, most previous studies have a cross-sectional design. Third, information is generally collected 

though questionnaires, increasing the risk of misclassification bias. Fourth, adequate control of confounding 

factors in observational studies is mandatory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Adolescence is a critical period for mental disorders, 

with a high percentage of all lifetime mental 

disorders detected for the first time by age 14 years 

(Kessler et al., 2005).  During this period, mental 

health is strongly related to other developmental and 

health conditions. Investigations of clinic and 

community samples report that depression in 

adolescence can predict further problems by 

influencing quality of life, academic performance, 

social activities and even obesity in later life 

(Goodman & Whitaker., 2002). Because the 

prevalence of mental disorders is high and causes 

effects on the physiological and psychological 

development of adolescents, the prevalence of 

mental disorders has become a major health 

problem (Patel et al., 2007). Therefore, it is 

necessary to understand potential risk factors for 

mental health disorders in young people in an effort 

to formulate appropriate measures for early 

prevention and intervention. 

Diet is usually investigated in lifestyle-mediated 

diseases (Hu F et al., 2001). In recent years, dietary 

patterns have been the subject of increased attention 

in the field of adolescent mental health. Researchers 

noticed that inadequate nutrition and poor diet 

quality (fast food, confectionery items, animal foods) 

are more frequently associated with mental 

problems(Robinson et al., 2011;Molteni et al., 2002; 

Jacka et al., 2010; Howard et al., 2011). A cross-

sectional relationship between diet quality and 

depression was verified in a large sample of 

adolescents from a diverse range of 

sociodemographic backgrounds (Jacka et al., 2010). 

 The intakes of fruit, vegetables, meat, snacks and 

other healthy foods were also assessed and shown to 

be related with mental or physical disorders in 

adolescents (Robinson et al., 2011; Li Y et al., 2009; 

O'Sullivan et al., 2009). Unlike other diet research 

methods, dietary pattern analysis is used for 

characterizing the whole diet in combination. The 

use of FFQ has been validated in adolescents, 

sometimes even better than the 24 h recall approach 

(Slater et al., 2010). FFQ can capture complex 

behaviours and potentially interactive effects among 

special nutrients that might impact mental health 

(Jones-McLean et al., 2010). However, there are 

only a limited number of studies evaluating the 

association between special dietary patterns and 

mental disorders in adolescents (Robinson et al., 

2011; Oddy et al., 2009). For example, in a recent 

study conducted in adolescents aged 13-15 years, 

Oddy et al. suggested that an increased adherence to 

a Western dietary pattern was associated with 

higher scores on the Child Behavior Checklist 

(CBCL), resulting in poorer mental health. 

Adolescence is a stage when independence is 

established. Certain dietary patterns may be adapted 

by adolescents and might be followed for a long 

period. Consequently, unhealthy dietary patterns 

during youth would have profound implications for 

well-being in adulthood. In China the lifestyle and 

dietary habits of adolescents have changed in recent 

decades. Specifically, a higher percentage of urban 

adolescents consume more fast foods and sweetened 

beverages(Wang et al., 2008). There are few studies 

that have assessed the role of dietary patterns with 

respect to adolescent mental health in China.  

Overall diet quality, as measured by these dietary 

pattern scores, has been shown to be cross-

sectionally related to clinical mood and anxiety 

disorders in a representative sample of Australian 

women. Higher scores on the healthy dietary pattern, 

characterized by vegetables, fruit, lean red meats, 

wholegrains and fish consumption, were associated 

with reduced odds for major depression, dysthymia, 

bipolar disorder and anxiety disorders, while higher 

scores on the ‘western' dietary pattern, characterized 

by an increased consumption of unhealthy and 

processed foods, were associated greater odds for 

major depression, dysthymia and bipolar disorder 

(Jacka et al., 2010; Jacka et al., 2011). Similarly, 

Nanri et al. (2010) found that a healthy Japanese 

pattern, comprising higher intakes of vegetables, 

fruit, mushrooms and soy products, was inversely 

related to depressive symptoms in Japanese public 

servants. In the one prospective study conducted to 

date using dietary pattern analysis, Akbaraly et al. 

(2009) used data from the Whitehall II cohort to 

demonstrate that a ‘whole food' dietary pattern, 
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indicating greater consumption of nutrient-dense 

foods such as vegetables, fruits and fish, was 

inversely related to the risk for self-reported 

depression five years later. Conversely, a ‘processed 

food' pattern, characterized by sweetened desserts, 

fried food, processed meat, and refined 

carbohydrates, was positively related to the risk for 

later depression. 

Although the findings from observational studies 

have been largely consistent, evidence of mediation 

via biological mechanisms and data from 

intervention studies are currently lacking (Jacka et 

al., 2012). As such, it is still an unresolved question 

as to whether there is a true, biologically causal link 

between diet and mental health (Jacka et al., 2012). 

For example, it is plausible that differences in 

socioeconomic position, reflecting individuals' 

relative place within the structure of society and 

assessed by a range of measures of socioeconomic 

circumstances, such as educational level, economic 

disadvantage and occupational status, may explain 

the association observed between diet and 

depression risk. The fact that different measures of 

socioeconomic position have been shown to be 

inversely related to both diet quality (Galobardes et 

al., 2001) also reviewed in (Darmon & 

Drewnowski., 2008) and risk for depression 

(Butterworth  et al., 2012) is consistent with this 

hypothesis. While most previous studies in this field 

have included measures of socioeconomic 

circumstances in their analyses and largely excluded 

them as explanatory variables (e.g. marital and 

employment status (Sanchez-Villegas et al., 2009) ; 

education and area-level measures of advantage and 

disadvantage (Jacka et al., 2010); marital status, job 

title and position (Nanri et al., 2010); marital status, 

employment grade and education (Akbaraly et al., 

2009); and income and education (Jack et al., 2011), 

there is always the possibility that the variables used 

did not capture all salient aspects of socioeconomic 

position or even that diet quality provides an 

explanation of the association between 

socioeconomic position and depression (ie. low 

socioeconomic position leading to poorer diet 

quality which, in turn, predisposes to depression). It 

is also possible that the association between diet 

quality and mental health reflects the comorbidity 

between physical and mental health. Diet quality is 

a risk factor for CVD and other chronic physical 

health conditions, which are also correlated with 

depression (Berk & Jacka., 2012). 

METHODOLGY 

Relevant articles were identified by searching the 

PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar, NCBI & 

Medline databases. Research articles published 

between Jan.2000 and Jan. 2014 which included 

cross-sectional, behavioural, observation & 

longitudinal studies were selected. Key words such 

as "Food intake", "adolescents", "mental health", 

"dietary intake", "eating disorders", "obesity" and 

"underweight" were used in search strategy (Figu 1).  

Inclusion - Exclusion Criteria 

Studies considered for inclusion in this review (1) 

were full-text articles; (2) ) Published in English  (3) 

conducted on adolescents & children (4) examined 

association between diet quality or patterns with 

mental health assessed via self- or informant report, 

medical records, or the application of diagnostic 

measurement (5) used clinical study samples that 

were population. We excluded studies that 

 examined individual multi-nutritional 

supplements & preservatives on mental 

health 

 examined the effects of medication on 

mental health 

 used trait-based (assessing personality) or 

measures of stress (as distinct from 

internalizing behaviors) 

 were published in languages other than 

English 
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Fig.1: Flowchart of study selection process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Potentially relevant publications were identified 

& screened for retrieval from electronic 

databases like: 

 Science Direct 

 Pub Med 

 Medline 

 Google Scholar 

 NCBI 

Papers retrieved for more detailed evaluation 

with the following key words: 

 Mental Health 

 Eating Disorders 

 Food intake 

 Adolescents 

 Obesity & Underweight 

 

Inclusion-Exclusion Criteria 

Additional papers 

retrieved by 

screening cross 

references & 

contacting authors. 

STUDIES INCLUDED: 

 full text articles 

 conducted on adolescents 

 examining the 

association of mental 

health with food intake. 

 using non-clinical 

samples 

 published in English 

STUDIES EXCLUDED: 

 examined individual nutritional 
supplements & preservatives on 

mental health 

 examined the effects of medication 

on mental health 

 used trait-based (assessing 
personality) or measures of stress 

(as distinct from internalizing 

behaviors) 

 were published in languages other 

than English 

 

Relevant data was extracted & 

included in the review. 

Papers excluded after evaluation of 

title, abstract & full text. 
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RESULTS 

The World Health Organization (WHO) recognises 

mental health as a major health issue for adolescents 

and predicts that mental health problems will be one 

of the most serious global health problems by 2020 

(World Health Organization 2005). Therefore 

investigating factors that influence mental health as 

expressed in behaviour and mood in young people is 

a high priority. 

The limited literature to date suggests that poor 

nutrition is associated with adverse mental health, 

however the precise relationships between diet and 

mental health remain undefined (Tanskanen et al., 

2001; Sublette et al., 2006). Alongside the 

emergence of child and adolescent mental health 

concerns, there have been radical changes in the 

diets of young people (Popkin and Gordon-Larsen, 

2004) as well as global increases in the number of 

children and adolescents who are overweight or 

obese (Wang and Lobstein, 2006). 

There is evidence to suggest that relationships exist 

between common mood or behavioural disorders 

and eating patterns, for example, a healthy diet has 

been associated with better mood and cognition in 

older adults (Samieri et al., 2008). However, very 

little research in adolescents has been reported and 

more investigations have been recommended 

(Bamber et al., 2007). Investigating dietary patterns 

has important public health implications because 

dietary intake is modifiable. Further, dietary pattern 

analysis provides an overall view of the diet that is 

not observed when evaluating individual nutrients 

alone. Given the personal, societal and economic 

costs of mental health and mood disorders during 

adolescence, the potential role of diet in moderating 

these conditions is an area worthy of exploration. 

 

MECHANISM LINKING DIET & 

DEPRESSION 

Diet influences the biological and neurochemical 

actions in the body that may affect the development 

and progression of depression. Diet has been found 

to be involved in monoamine synthesis and 

inflammation, as well as to affect the HPA axis, 

neurogenesis and neural network functioning. Two 

most commonly studied nutrients possibly related to 

depression are folate and n-3 PUFAs, especially 

EPA and DHA (Sanhueza et al., 2012). In addition, 

several other nutrients, such as other group B 

vitamins, like vitamin B6 and B12 (Skarupski et al., 

2010), vitamin D (Maddock et al., 2013), and the 

amino acid trypthophan (Shabbir et al., 2013) and 

foods like fish , olive oil, fruits and vegetables, and 

healthy and unhealthy dietary patterns have been 

connected to the risk of depression. 

 

Folate, Vitamin B.12 & Depression 

Folate and vitamin B12 (cobalamin) belong to the 

group B water-soluble vitamins. Folate presents in 

many forms, such as tetrahydrofolate and 

methylenetetrahydrofolate, or folic acid and folinic 

acid (the two synthesized forms of folate). Adequate 

intake of folate is important for the formation of the 

neural tube after conception of the fetus, 

development of the brain and nervous system, 

normal growth, nucleotide synthesis as well as 

programmed cell death.  

In psychiatric patients, deficiency of folate affects 

as many as one-third of the individuals, which may 

be explained by disturbed appetite, lowered intake, 

altered absorption or increased requirement 

(Mischoulon & Rabb., 2007). Two thirds of 

individuals with megaloblastic anemia have been 

documented to have neuropsychiatric problems, and 

depression is the most common neuropsychiatric 

manifestation of folate deficiency (Reynolds EH., 

2002). Depressed individuals have been observed to 

have lower circulating concentrations of folate and 

lower intake or concentrations of vitamin B12 

(Robinson et al., 2011) compared to non-depressed 

individuals. However, even though low folate status 

and depression are connected, there is limited 

evidence concerning the direction of the association.  

Deficiency of folate can cause irregularities in 

methylation and synthesis of monoamine 

neurotransmitters. Folate forms share an inter 

conversion potential and are present in the pathways 

of one-carbon cycles impacting the synthesis of 

norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin (Bottiglieri 

T., 2005). In detail, MTHF regulates the formation 
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of tetra hydrobiopterin, which is a critical cofactor 

essential in the synthesis of neurotransmitters. 

MTHF indirectly regulates the levels of 

monoamines in CNS as deficiency of folate impairs 

the synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin (Ng et al., 

2009).However, these reactions in CNS are also 

dependent on the availability of B12 and 

homocysteine. 

Folate in MTHF form is needed in the methylation 

reactions to reverse homocysteine, a sulphurated 

amino acid, back to methionine. Homocysteine is 

derived from dietary methionine, which is present in 

meat, fish, cheese, eggs and poultry. Elevated blood 

homocysteine is a functional marker of both folate 

and vitamin B12 deficiency. Homocysteine 

concentrations are usually higher among elderly 

people and in men compared to women. In addition 

to the influence on the monoamine metabolism, 

homocysteine is suggested to have neurotoxic 

effects. High blood concentrations of homocysteine 

have been associated with elevated prevalence of 

depression (Bjelland et al., 2003). 

Nevertheless, as low blood concentrations of folate, 

vitamin B12 and high blood concentrations of 

homocysteine are highly connected, it is difficult to 

distinguish which of them is more important in 

terms of depression. MTHF is also required in the 

synthesis of S-adenosyl-methionine (SAMe), the 

vital methyl donor in several methylation reactions. 

SAMe has been suggested to have independent 

antidepressant properties and to be more effective 

than placebo and equally effective with tricyclic 

antidepressants with fewer side effects in the 

treatment of depression (Mischoulon & Fava., 2002). 

The dose-response rate and mechanisms behind 

SAMe's possible effects on depressive symptoms 

are still partly unrecognized, and hence SAMe is 

regarded with caution. 

 

n-3 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids & Depression 

PUFAs are typically classified into n-3 (or omega-3) 

and n-6 (or omega-6) fatty acids. N-3 PUFAs are a 

family of PUFAs, named due to the positioning of 

the first double carbon bond on the third atom from 

the methyl end of the acyl chain. The role of the n-3 

PUFAs is important in the development of the 

nervous system, blood vessels and skin. Moreover, 

n-3 PUFAs are present in the synthesis of 

eicosanoids and needed in the aggregation of 

thrombocytes, regulation of blood pressure and 

inflammation, and defense reactions of the body. In 

addition, long-chain PUFAs are needed in the cell 

membranes of CNS and retina of the eyes. The 

long-chain n-3 PUFAs, EPA and DHA, are the 

major bioactive components of n-3 PUFAs, but also 

docosapentaenoic acid (DPA), which is in a minor 

role, is included in the long-chain n-3 PUFAs (Tur 

et al., 2012). 

Increasing evidence suggests that depletion of n-3 

PUFAs may play an etiological role in several 

inflammatory and neuropsychiatric disorders 

including depression. Depressed individuals have 

been shown to have lower intake or concentrations 

of n-3 PUFAs compared to non-depressed 

individuals in some , but not in all studies 

(Hakkarainen et al., 2004).  

N-3 PUFAs are involved in, or modulate, the 

mechanism by which brain neurons communicate. 

DHA(Decosahexanoic Acid) is the predominant 

fatty acid in the brain (approximately 15% of fatty 

acids), whereas EPA(Eicosapentenoic Acid) exists 

in the brain to a lesser extent (approximately 0.2% 

of fatty acids). Therefore, DHA concentration 

especially affects the permeability of membrane 

cells in CNS and deficiency of DHA has been found 

to relate to dysfunctions and impaired transmission 

of serotonin, norepinephrine and dopamine (Su KP., 

2009).Phospholipids of neural cell membrane 

consist especially of PUFAs. N-3 PUFAs and fish 

consumption have been connected to the 

inflammation theory. Traditionally, a high ratio of 

n-6 to n-3 has been thought to enhance 

proinflammatory cytokine production, whereas n-3 

PUFAs as such have anti-inflammatory properties. 

Fish intake >150 grams/week has been linked to 

decreased levels of proinflammatory markers, such 

as CRP and cytokines, like interleukin-6, which 

supports the hypothesis that eating more fish could 

lead to altered depressive symptoms  through the 
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modification of inflammation process (Bountziouka 

et al., 2009). 

Different PUFAs may have different effects on 

eicosanoid production. The details of this process 

have been presented in more detail elsewhere. In 

summary, AA (Arachidonic Acid), an n-6 fatty acid, 

can be metabolized to proinflammatory eicosanoids, 

whereas ALA (Alpha Linolenic Acid), an n-3 fatty 

acid, can be converted to EPA, which can be further 

converted to anti-inflammatory eicosanoids. Higher 

dietary intake of ALA has been found to associate 

with lower plasma levels of inflammatory 

biomarkers. EPA and DHA reduce inflammation by 

decreasing the effect on the synthesis of eicosanoids 

by competing with AA (Mamalakis et al., 2009). 

 

ASSOCIATION OF DIETARY PATTERNS, 

OBESITY & MENTAL HEALTH 

Depression & Anxiety 

In recent times there has been an increasing focus 

on the possible links between diet quality and the 

common mental disorders, depression and anxiety. 

Overall diet quality, as measured by these dietary 

pattern scores, has been shown to be cross-

sectionally related to clinical mood and anxiety 

disorders in a representative sample of Australian 

women. Higher scores on the healthy dietary pattern, 

characterized by vegetables, fruit, lean red meats, 

wholegrains and fish consumption, were associated 

with reduced odds for major depression, dysthymia, 

bipolar disorder and anxiety disorders, while higher 

scores on the ‘western' dietary pattern, characterized 

by an increased consumption of unhealthy and 

processed foods, were associated greater odds for 

major depression, dysthymia and bipolar disorder 

(Jack et al., 2010). Similarly, Nanri et al. (2010) 

found that a healthy Japanese pattern, comprising 

higher intakes of vegetables, fruit, mushrooms and 

soy products, was inversely related to depressive 

symptoms in Japanese public servants. 

Research suggests that for older people, a diet low 

in healthy foods and/or a diet high in unhealthy 

foods may increase the risk of depression over time. 

Importantly, the predictive effect of dietary patterns 

on later depressive symptoms persisted after 

controlling for a robust indicator of socioeconomic 

position, as well as baseline depressive symptoms 

and lifestyle and cardiovascular risk factors. This 

supports the contention that poor diet quality 

imposes its own risk for depression, independently 

of socioeconomic circumstances. This also receives 

support from the finding that dietary patterns did not 

explain the association between socioeconomic 

position and depressive symptoms (Butterworth et 

al., 2010). 

Finally, there was no evidence in any of the 

analyses that the two variables representing western 

and prudent dietary patterns interacted to jointly 

influence depressive scores, which is consistent 

with the view that reduced intake of healthy foods is 

a risk factor for poor mental health in older adults, 

regardless of the intake of unhealthy foods, and vice 

versa. 

Although we cannot be sure of why the predictive 

effect of dietary patterns on depressive scores was 

only evident in the older cohort and not in the 

younger and middle-aged cohorts, one possible 

explanation relates to the chronic impact of poor 

quality diet on the biological systems that affect 

depression risk, with the cumulative effects of poor 

diet only impacting on mood in later life. For 

example, while the long-term effects of poor diet 

lead to conditions associated with chronic 

inflammation (eg. Visceral obesity), and vascular 

pathology (e.g. atherosclerosis), these effects are 

likely to develop over decades and their impact on 

brain function may not be detectable until later in 

life. As such, the predictive relationship of poor 

quality diet, characterized by these dietary pattern 

scores, on the incidence of depressive symptoms 

may reflect the long-term exposure to the noxious 

effects of high fat, refined sugar foods and/or a diet 

insufficient in nutrients and fibre. 

Dietary intake may also have a direct impact on 

various biological systems and mechanisms that 

underpin depression, including oxidative processes, 

the functioning of the immune system, and levels of 

salient brain proteins. For example, in patients with 

depression, markers of systemic inflammation are 

often significantly greater than in controls, which is 
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indicative of immune system dysregulation (Irwin & 

Miller., 2007). Studies have indicated that markers 

of inflammation are positively correlated with 

components of a poor diet, and a healthy diet is 

associated with reduced inflammation (Esposito et 

al., 2004) The available evidence also suggests that 

high-fat, high-sugar diets can affect proteins that are 

important in brain development, such as the 

signaling molecule brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor (Molteni et al., 2004). Brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor is often reduced in patients with 

depression, (Bocchio-Chiavetto et al., 2010) and 

when its synthesis is increased, symptoms of 

depression can improve ( Brunoni et al., 2008).It is 

important to note that consistent evidence has 

shown that higher quality diets (i.e., those higher in 

nutrient-dense foods) and diets high in saturated fats 

and refined carbohydrates are each independently 

related to depression, suggesting the possibility of 

different operant pathways. The correlation between 

healthy and unhealthy dietary patterns is also weak 

(Jacka et al.). However, we acknowledge that these 

interpretations remain speculative in view of the 

limited evidence for causality currently available. 

 

Attention -Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD) 

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is 

characterized by inattention, hyperactivity, and 

impulsivity (Bauchner H., 2002) and is the most 

prevalent mental health disorder in childhood. 

While there are many clinical and epidemiological 

publications on the association between ADHD or 

ADHD symptoms and overweight/ obesity 

(Holtkamp et al., 2004; Braet et al., 2007) the 

literature on the association between ADHD 

symptoms and energy balance related behaviors 

such as physical activity, television exposure, and 

food and beverage intake is scarce. It has been 

suggested, though not empirically proven, that 

impulsive children tend to overeat in an obesogenic 

environment (Nederkoon et al., 2006; Nederkoon et 

al., 2006; Guerrieri et al., 2008). In one cross-

sectional study in 375 school-aged children, ADHD 

was significantly associated with increased intake of 

sweets and fast-food measured by a semi-

quantitative food-frequency questionnaire 

(Azadbakht & Esmaillzadeh., 2012). Factor analysis 

of dietary data revealed that adolescents with 

ADHD were likely to consume a ‘‘Western'' diet 

high in saturated and total fat and refined sugar 

while low in fiber, but unlikely to consume a 

Mediterranean diet rich in fish, vegetables, fruit, 

legumes, and whole-grain foods after adjusting for 

known confounding factors (Howard et al., 2011). 

Animal, genetic and neuroimaging studies suggest 

that the dopaminergic system plays a role in both 

the neurobiology of ADHD as well as in the reward 

system of food-seeking behaviour. Therefore, one 

may hypothesize that factors that are believed to 

contribute to children's ADHD symptoms also 

affect their reward system for food and therefore 

change the appetizing value of certain food stimuli 

resulting in an increased food intake. 

In sum, ADHD children may represent a population 

that expresses both higher rates of lifestyle activity 

and obesity. 

There is evidence that overweight/obese children 

have a significantly higher risk for ADHD 

symptoms than normal weight children. Also 

preventive efforts to promote healthy behaviors will 

have to address the network of associations between 

ADHD symptoms, health behaviors, overweight/ 

obesity, and parental variables. 

In sum, these studies imply that at least in a 

subgroup of obese patients behavioural problems 

may be involved in the development or maintenance 

of overweight and obesity. Impulsive behaviour is a 

symptom of ADHD, conduct disorder and 

oppositional defiant disorder and as such may play a 

role in the development of obesity in ADHD 

children. 

 

ASSOCIATION OF EATING DISORDERS, 

DIETING BEHAVIOURS & MENTAL 

HEALTH 

Adolescence is regarded as a period of 

developmental risk for eating disorders (Stice et al., 

2009; Isoma et al., 2009) and eating disorder 

symptoms [Abebe et al., 2011; Steinhausen et al., 
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2005; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2011). In general, 

eating disorder symptoms increase from 14-16 years 

in females (Abebe et al., 2011; Steinhausen et al., 

2005), with peaks in binge eating onset at 16-17 

years and purging onset at 17-18 years (Stice et al., 

2009). Few studies have considered the 

developmental trajectory of eating disorder 

symptoms in males, but available data suggest that 

boys may show reductions in eating pathology from 

early adolescence to mid adolescence, and then 

experience an increase in symptoms in late 

adolescence or early adulthood (Keel et al., 2013; 

Sonneville et al., 2007). 

Eating disorders and eating disorder symptoms are 

strongly associated with other mental health 

difficulties, including depression, anxiety, substance 

misuse, and personality disorders (Godart et al., 

2007; Swanson et al., 2011). These associations are 

particularly well documented for depression (Godart 

et al., 2007) and it has been established that 

depression and eating disorder symptoms show a bi-

directional relationship, with each predicting 

increases in the other over time. Most of this 

research has been conducted with females 

(Marmorstein et al., 2008; Silberg et al., 2005), but 

Sonneville and colleagues found significant 

associations between binge eating behaviour and 

later onset of depressive symptoms in male (n = 

7843) and female (n = 9039) participants followed 

from adolescence to young adulthood in the 

Growing Up Today Study (GUTS) (Sonneville et al., 

2013). 

In the BELLA study, 23% of 14- to 17-year-olds 

reported abnormal eating behavior (Herpertz-

Dahlmann et al., 2008), which, however, might not 

necessarily fulfill all classification criteria of a full-

blown eating disorder.About 40% of all new cases 

of anorexia nervosa arise in early to mid-

adolescence (Hoel., 2006); the incidence peak of 

bulimia nervosa is in mid- to late adolescence. 

It is now thought that strict dieting may precipitate 

an eating disorder in a (genetically) vulnerable 

adolescent. The prognosis of anorexia nervosa in 

adolescence has markedly improved in recent years, 

but many former anorexics have other types of 

mental disorder in adulthood (Wentz et al., 2009). 

Some of these disorders may be the expression of 

"biological scars" that are left behind by anorexia-

induced hormonal deficits and dysfunctions (e.g., 

estrogen and thyroxine deficiency, hypercortisolism) 

during the adolescent phase of brain development 

(Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2011). 

Dieting, subthreshold eating-disordered disturbance, 

and childhood obesity each has been identified as 

risk factors for the development of eating disorders 

However, the timing of their manifestation and the 

interactions between these risk factors in the 

development of eating and/or weight problems have 

remained largely unexplored in middle childhood. 

Dieting in childhood is not uncommon and it has 

been reported that children as young as 8 years old 

engage in dieting behaviors. Both retrospective and 

prospective studies in adolescents have found self-

reported dieting to predict bulimic symptoms and 

eating-related psychopathology Such results have 

been interpreted as consistent with restraint theory, 

which posits that dietary restriction should increase 

the risk for the onset of binge eating and bulimic 

pathology. Although children with greater body 

mass are more likely to diet in proportion to their 

degree of obesity, little is know about the 

relationship between dieting and disturbed eating in 

young overweight children, when dieting behaviors 

may first emerge. 

Binge eating has also been found to occur before 

adolescence. Whether assessed by self-report 

questionnaires (Morgan et al., 2002) or interview 

methodology (Tanofsky-Kraff et al., 2004), the 

experience of loss of control (LOC) while eating, as 

opposed to the amount of food eaten, has been 

found to be significantly related to elevations in 

disturbed eating cognitions, depressive symptoms 

and anxiety, and to body adiposity. Among 

preadolescent children, those who are overweight 

are also significantly more likely to engage in LOC 

eating behaviors than their normal-weight 

counterparts (Tanofsky-Kraff et al., 2004). 

Retrospective studies of overweight adults with 

binge eating disorder (BED) examining the 

perceived onset of dieting and binge eating suggest 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R36
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R50
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R50
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that different potential pathways to BED exist. In 

one path, dieting precedes the development of binge 

eating behavior, whereas along another path, binge 

eating appears to develop before dieting (Grilo & 

Masheb, 2000). For adult patients who reported 

binge eating before the onset of dieting behavior (≤ 

50% of participants across studies), binge eating 

was described as first occurring between the ages of 

11 and 13 years. Furthermore, those who reported 

early onset of binge eating met the criteria for BED 

at an earlier age (Grilo & Masheb, 2000) and had a 

greater lifetime history of psychiatric disturbance 

than patients who remembered dieting before binge 

eating. Finally, early reported onset of binge eating 

(at age ≤16 years) has been associated with poor 

treatment outcome (Safer, Lively, Telch, & Agras, 

2002). Such findings are not consistent with 

restraint theory and have promoted researchers to 

examine other theoretical models that might explain 

the development of BED when binge eating occurs 

before the development of dieting. 

Given that young, overweight children appear to be 

at greater risk than normal-weight children for 

dieting and LOC eating, examining the perceived 

temporal sequence of these behaviors may provide 

intervention targets for the prevention of greater 

eating disturbance or inappropriate weight gain. Our 

primary aim was to relate the sequence & 

mechanism of self-reported dieting, LOC eating, 

and overweight to differences in eating-disordered 

cognitions, depressive symptoms & anxiety. 

DISCUSSIONS 

Our aim was to review and integrate the existing 

literature to determine whether an association exists 

between diet quality and mental health in childhood 

& adolescence, with a focus on internalizing 

disorders including depression, & anxiety. We 

found consistent associations between unhealthy 

eating patterns, obesity, eating disorders & mental 

health.  Overall evidence suggest that there is a lack 

of research data available in this regard. 

These findings add to the limited literature that has 

attempted to establish an association between diet 

(diet quality) & mental health in adolescents & 

children.  

It may be the case that children and adolescents 

with internalizing disorders or symptoms eat more 

poorly as a form of self-medication. However, it is 

equally as conceivable that the influence of early 

eating habits and nutritional intake has an important 

impact on affect. Indeed, there are numerous 

potential biological pathways by which diet quality 

may have an impact on mental health in children 

and adolescents. First, a poor quality diet that is 

lacking nutrient-dense foods may lead to nutrient 

deficiencies that have been associated with mental 

health issues. For example, the dietary intake of 

folate, zinc, and magnesium is inversely associated 

with depressive disorders whereas dietary long-

chain omega-3 fatty acids are inversely related to 

anxiety disorders (Jacka et al., 2013). 

Dietary intake may also have a direct impact on 

various biological systems and mechanisms that 

underpin depression, including oxidative processes, 

the functioning of the immune system, and levels of 

salient brain proteins. 

Despite a paucity of data, the review highlights the 

potential importance of the relationship between 

dietary patterns & quality with mental health during 

the developmental phase of adolescence. While 

considering the role of diet & depression, several 

points need to be considered. First, in general, 

evidence has been found for the effects of isolated 

nutrients or foods, and not for dietary patterns. 

Second, most previous studies have a cross-

sectional design. Third, information is generally 

collected though questionnaires, increasing the risk 

of misclassification bias. Fourth, adequate control of 

confounding factors in observational studies is 

mandatory. 

Prospective and intervention studies are now 

required to improve the level of evidence. Given 

that the average age of onset for anxiety and mood 

disorders is 6 years and 13 years, respectively 

(Merikangas et al., 2010) the potential for early 

intervention using strategies targeted at improving 

dietary intake at a population level may be of 

substantial public health benefit. However, this 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R24
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R24
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R24
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R41
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2270699/#R41
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would require policy action to improve the global 

food environment (Jacka et al., 2014). 
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